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 published:11 Nov 2013 views:1838 published:18 Dec 2013 views:37 back Under the Daze of the Moon: the Story of Scientific
Exploration by Nellie Bly. A thrilling new biography of Nellie Bly and her decade-long travel chronicle, Under the Daze of the

Moon, from A to Z Incarcerated. This startling account goes beyond the well-known account of Bly’s worldwide “gonzo
journalism” to tell the remarkable story of her deliberate, self-constructed world and life in it. The first dual biography in the
Yale University Press' acclaimed VoxBox line, Under the Daze of the Moon is a far more personal account of Bly than most
readers have known. Deftly weaving together Bly’s personal journal with the recollections of people closest to her, even her
publishers, this thoroughly documented biography reveals a very different side of Nellie Bly: an independent woman with a

political agenda who nonetheless counted her life among the most tragic on record, due to her lonely imprisonment in a
psychiatric institution in 1889 and her forced commitment to a women’s prison in 1896. All the members of the crew had been
in space at least once before. The new crew consisted of a commander and a pilot, as well as three new payload specialists, who
were recruited to be the first women to travel into space, as well as two military payload specialists who supported the U.S. Air

Force mission. REV 057: Russian Space Station or S3 is in transit to the Moon's Surface. (Feb. 11, 2017) Russian Progress
M-13M - The Space Shuttle is in for a Tumble - Falcon Heavy Goes Thru Pass Russian Progress M-13M - The Space Shuttle is

in for a Tumble - Falcon Heavy Goes Thru Pass 520fdb1ae7
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